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Key Verse: 13:52 And he said to them, “Therefore every scribe who has been trained for the kingdom of 
heaven is like a master of a house, who brings out of his treasure what is new and what is old.” 
 
 
1. Parables are… 

• Condensed narratives with a _______________ focus. 
 

• Cryptic narratives understood in  ___________________ (13:10-12;16;35). 
 

• Creative and meant to engage higher __________________ _________________ (13:13-15). 
 
 
 
2. Parable 1: The Soil (13:3-9; 18-23). 

• Principle Taught: The _____________ of the soil determines the ______________ of the seed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Parable 2: The Wheat and Weeds (13:24-30; 37-43). 

• Principle Taught: True sons of the Kingdom will have to _____________ with ____________ 
disciples until the end. 

 
 
 
 
 
4. Parable 3a., 3b. The Mustard Seed and the Leaven (13:31-33). 

• Principle Taught: Between its inauguration and its full realization, the Kingdom will grow 
______________ and ___________________.  

 
 
 
 
 
5. Parable 4a., 4b. The Buried Treasure and the Valuable Pearl (13:44-46). 

• Principle Taught: True disciples recognize the _______________, __________________ 
____________________ of the partially inaugurated Kingdom. 

 
 
 
 
 
6. Parable 5: The Final Dragnet (13:47-50). 

• Principle Taught: This present Kingdom age will ____________________ in a 
_____________________ judgment. 

 
 
 
 
7. Parable 6: The Master of the House (13:51-52). 
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• Principle Taught: Disciples will be able to explain how the new ____________ and 

________________ the Old.  
 
 
Introduction: We recently experienced the 30th anniversary of the space shuttle 
Challenger’s sad explosion—turns out that many engineers raised concerns about the 
flight worthiness of the shuttle due to a design flaw in a seal in one of the rocket 
boosters. In spite of the warnings about this flaw combined with the cold weather, 
NASA assumed the challenger would be fine. They were tragically wrong.  
 
Sometimes wrong assumptions can prove fatal. And others, though tragic are 
less harmful… 
 
Like the 1932 prediction by famous physicist Albert Einstein that atomic energy 
could never be realized in any useful way and was in fact impossible. Of course that 
assumption was proven to be wrong. 
 
In 1977, the execs at 20th century Fox assumed that George Lucas’ Star Wars 
would be a marginal success at best, and so they signed over the rights to all the 
merchandising for the films to Lucas in exchange for a 20k pay cut as director. Lucas 
has made in the neighborhood of 3 billion on that deal. Bad assumption. 
 
I’ve made assumptions in my life that at the time were very uncomfortable but in 
hindsight were comical. Like the time I asked a long time friend I hadn’t seen in a few 
months a very stupid question that no man should ever, ever ask a woman—even if you 
overhear that woman talking about it to another woman—I saw a friend in the lobby of 
Church and thought she looked um, with child…and stupidly unfathomably asked, 
“so when it is due?” She locked in on my eyes and straightened up and rejoined, 
“When is WHAT due?”  
…Bad assumption.  
 
Segue: Sometimes our assumptions are well founded and sometimes they’re not. And 
we can make bad predictions, bad choices, or misunderstand people based on 
assumptions we make—filling in the blanks before we have actual knowledge of the 
facts.  
 
A hidden subtext of the Matthew 13 parable discourse is an assumption that the 
disciples and all Jesus’ hearers would have made about him. They expected Jesus to 
be a first century Jewish apocalyptic teacher. Jewish Messiah’s were end times 
preachers. They waxed eloquently about all the details of how God was going to bring a 
close to this age, suddenly usher in his Kingdom age—and end the world as we know 
it—fully realizing God’s Kingdom promises to David and Israel.  
 
Remember that scene in the 5th discourse/sermon in Matthew 24 (The Olivet 
Sermon) when Jesus prophesies the destruction of Jerusalem and the Herodian temple 
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complex—and the Disciples get excited! They ask 2 questions: 1.) When will that 
happen? (the destruction of the temple and the Herodian dynasty) and 2.) What will be 
the sign of your coming at the end of the age? Jesus then begins to give them what 
they’ve wanted all along—eschatological (end times) teaching and details about the 
end. Their response is, “Finally! You’re teaching the way we expected that you would! 
Finally you’re waxing eloquent about the final eschatos—the end of the world and our 
place in it!” The implication is, the parables of the Kingdom that Jesus often taught in 
public with did not appeal to them. 
  
They have made a massive, wrong assumption about how the Messiah would 
teach. And they ask him, “Why do you tell the people short stories?” 
 
Last week we mentioned that Chapters 11-12 are about the privileged position of “the 
least of these” –the children of the Kingdom who come to Jesus, respond in humility and 
faith, and live a life of wonder and freedom from the tedious and heavy burden of 
legalistic religion. Ch. 12 illustrates how the Pharisees rejected Jesus’ message and 
mission—and now it is the crowd’s turn. The crowd has a choice. And Jesus will 
illustrate beautifully that choice in a series of parables about the Kingdom.  
 
 
First let’s look at what the parables are and why Jesus told them to the crowds… 
1. Parables are… 

• Condensed narratives with a practical focus. The priority in a parable is the 
desired response from the people listening—not to answer all of our 
theological questions. They are illustrations with one point of 
comparison/contrast—unless specified otherwise (such as the parable of the 
sower). And the practical response Jesus expected for those listening to his 
Kingdom parables is to understand and learn accurately about the Kingdom of 
God.  

 
• Cryptic in nature and understood in retrospect (13:10-12;16;35). In Mark’s 

account, he records Jesus much more explicitly stating that the purpose of the 
parables is to conceal the message of the Kingdom—but why? As a test of 
responsiveness. Do the people really want to know the truths of the Kingdom? 
Because parables should illicit follow up questions which is exactly what the 
disciples do in Mt 13—they are the ones who come and ask for the answer. But 
2.) their truths are about a clandestine Kingdom that cannot be fully heralded yet. 

 
o Truths about God’s Kingdom are hidden to those who are unreceptive. 
o And they are revealed to those hungry hearts that are receptive and 

responsive to their message. Parables serve this dual purpose. 
 
But they are also… 
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• Creative stories meant to engage higher cognitive faculties (13:13-15). 

Jesus used similes (the Kingdom is like), analogies, riddles, aphorisms, 
allegories, proverbs, and fictitious stories. Any rabbi could teach the rudiments 
and the rote-ness of “law.” And any student could easily memorize legal 
statutes—but riddles and parables make you think. They engage the people 
who are “Ever hearing and never understanding. Ever seeing and never 
perceiving the truth.” Jesus wanted to wake them up and engage their minds 
again in their faith.  

 
 
So let’s look at the first parable Jesus tells… 
2. Parable 1: The Soil. 

• Scripture: 13:1-9 
• Principle Taught: The condition of the soil determines the capacity of the 

seed. 
• The fallow heart—the impenetrable heart that is hardened to the message of the 

Gospel. The Result is that Satan robs the hardhearted person from the crop of 
righteousness.  

o Illus. My Dad. My Dad came to faith late in life and I truly believe he is 
with Christ in his presence—but he missed out on a life of righteousness 
because of a hard heart.  

o Illus. The same sun that hardens clay melts wax. Pharaoh, in the OT, 
had already hardened his heart against God—and so every overture—
every seed sown and sign performed just further hardened him against 
God. Isaiah painted the same picture of ancient Israel in his day, and 
Jesus now invokes this imagery to describe many of the people who 
became cynical and unsympathetic to Jesus’ message.  

• The fickle heart—these are the hearts that are sufficiently receptive to initially 
receive the truth, responding with excitement—but wither quickly under the heat 
of persecution. Illus. My friend Chris was a JW and I met him in the bleachers 
at a pep rally in my Jr. year of high school. He tore into me, and I turned and told 
him the Gospel of Jesus and told him his religion was a cult—a false Christianity. 
He was so struck by the confrontational approach, he went home and “prepped” 
with his parents and elders and came back to challenge me again. The Spirit 
gave me just the right words for him—and a week later he gave his heart to the 
real Jesus and renounced his JW faith. You have never seen a more on fire 
young Christian than Chris. For 3 months, he secretly attended youth group and 
church with us, until his parents found out. He missed a week of school and 
when he returned he looked as though he’d been hit by a bus. He came to me 
and told me the elders of his church gathered round him in the living room and 
barraged him until he recanted being a Christ-follower. He left the faith and never 
talked to me again. The excitement of his new faith could not endure the 
withering attacks of his family and elders who threatened to kick him out of the 
house.  
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• The frenzied heart—the seed/message is also sown among thistly ground (the 

darnell—the rye thistly shoots that initially look like wheat). Again, there is 
enough soil to produce initial interest and growth—a budding shoot—but is 
overwhelmed by the preoccupations and competing interests of this world.  

• The fertile heart—the message planted in a receptive person that produces 
according to its inherent maximum potential.  

In other words—the condition of the soil (the heart) determines the productivity of the 
seed (the Gospel) in one’s life. Jesus calls his hearers to a personal decision of faith—
recognizing full well that God sovereignly knows who will produce the Kingdom’s fruit—
which disciples will be true followers vs. shallow well-wishers. Which disciples will be 
devotees rather than flash-in-the-pan-fans.  
 
And Jesus is calling the crowd to a response—to believe and follow. To receive 
and fully realize the capacity of the Gospel in their lives. 
 
And he says, this is the mark of being a true disciple.  
 
Let’s look at the next parable… 
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Jesus’ follows up this parable of the sower with another—the Sower pt. 2… 
3. Parable 2: The Wheat and Weeds (13:24-30; 37-43). 

• Scripture: 13:24-30 
• Principle Taught: True sons of the Kingdom will have to coexist with bogus 

disciples until the end. 
False disciples can take on many forms.  

• Illus. Staying in England, we talked about “football” and 2 minutes into the 
conversation it was apparent that while we were using many of the same phrases 
and words such as “scoring” “ball” and “team”—we had radically different 
definitions of what we meant.  

• False disciples look so convincingly like the real deal. They use the same 
verbiage but have defined those aspects of faith very differently. And it doesn’t 
matter how moral you are. It doesn’t matter that you use the same semantics or 
phrases or words to describe your religion—it only matters if you have the right 
definitions for those words. Truth matters. And true disciples will coexist with 
false ones—and God will harvest the earth and vindicate the true believers in the 
end times.  

• The True Gospel: The true Gospel is that the eternal, formless, infinite God took 
on a finite body in the person of Jesus. That savior proclaimed the good news of 
God’s mercy, jubilee for the downtrodden and disenfranchised and he lived a 
sinless life, and died on a Roman cross—and was raised to life on the third day 
by God’s Holy Spirit. And you and I can know salvation from sin’s power in this 
life, and the consequences of sin’s permanence in the next life. The eternal, 
infinite God is King in the person of Jesus of Nazareth. And it doesn’t matter how 
close a so-called “gospel” is to that—it only matters if it is that. 

• Having the wrong definition of football will put a wrinkle in your conversation. 
But having the wrong God and the wrong Jesus and the wrong salvation with 
effect your eternal destiny. 

 
Summary: With this end times parable Jesus teaches that the sudden in breaking of 
God’s Kingdom will not immediately vanquish Satan or those false disciples whom he 
plants in our cubicles or farms or cul-de-sacs. We live in between the former age and 
the next age—and the surprising truth is that God’s Kingdom would be planted right in 
the middle of the old one.  
 
Jesus goes on and fuses together two analogies that have the same point… 
4. Parable three a. 3b. The Mustard Seed and the Leaven (13:31-33). 

• Scripture: 13:31-33 
• Principle Taught: Between its inauguration and its full realization, the 

Kingdom will grow subtly and exponentially.  
• The Kingdom began in the humblest of settings— 

o Roman Palestine.  
o Backwater Nazareth.  
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o The boondocks of Galilee. On the outskirts and along the trade routes 

of the most powerful empire in the World. Initially it went unnoticed and 
was expected to die off quickly—like every other messianic movement in 
Jesus’ day. But it didn’t die off. It grew steadily, it grew surreptitiously—a 
clandestine Kingdom working it’s way through the batch of the Roman 
empire—branching out and embedding itself in every corner and alcove 
and inlet of the Mediterranean.  

• The Kingdom grew into the most powerful force for change that mankind 
has ever known. It’s growth has been exponential. And a barbaric, self-
promoting, power-hungry world would never be the same.  

• If there were no Christ and thus no Christian faith—the world would be a very 
different place.  

o Women—A mere 50 years after Christianity was legalized in the Roman 
Empire by Constantine—Emperor Valentinian I rescinded a Roman law 
that gave men extreme control—the power of life and death over women 
and children—and he did this based on Jesus and Paul’s teachings. 

o Liberty for slaves—More than 75% of the world’s population were 
estimated to be slaves and slaves were held in contempt by all quarters of 
a highly stratified social world. After centuries of Christian teaching on the 
fundamental redeemable nature of all men, William Wilberforce led the 
fight in the western world to abolish slavery and he did so based on 
Scriptural principles and teaching (e.g. Gal 3:28). This Christian ethic 
eventually took hold in America and has won the day—and though our 
process has been fraught with setbacks and injustices—American 
freedom for all is the envy of the world.  

o Health care—in the ancient Roman world when disease spread simply 
through the diseased out, leaving them to die in the streets. This is exactly 
what happened in one of the largest plagues that affected North Africa. 
The Christians took care of the sick often losing their own lives in the 
process. They took Jesus’ teaching of loving your neighbor as yourself 
very seriously. And droves of common people converted to the Christian 
faith—introduced to the true God through the altruism of its people. And 
since then Christianity has been responsible for countless hospitals, 
clinics, mercy ministries—Christian people have given more relief effort for 
the ailments of the world than all other religions and secular philosophies 
combined.  

o Science—up until about 1300 AD, science was stifled by wrongheaded 
Greek thought—Aristotelian teaching that knowledge was essentially 
deductive (discovering the inherent truth inherent to the mind) rather 
than inductive (experimentation and observation). And a pantheistic 
worldview in which gods and goddesses directly controlled the universe 
and natural phenomena. It was in a uniquely Christian European context 
where science grew and flourished—believing that God was separate and 
distinct from the world and thus knowledge of the world was 
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discoverable—and that some truths are discovered inductively—by 
observation and experimentation. This gave rise to great scientific minds 
who sought to investigate the world.   

 
Here’s the bottom line for the skeptic—Apologist and professor Sean McDowell said 
it best—can you point to me one civilization—one country—one society that is better off 
without Christianity—that is better off after it has gotten rid of the Christian value system 
and belief system. And the answer is no.  
 
The Kingdom of God would start as the most insignificant seed—growing exponentially 
into a sprawling tree able to accommodate all manner of ethnic groups. The Kingdom 
would begin subtly like a small amount of yeast working through a batch of dough. 
 
Jesus goes on and fuses together two more analogies that have the same point… 
5. Parable four a., 4b. The Hidden Treasure and the Valuable Pearl 

• Scripture: 13:44-46 
• Principle Taught: True disciples recognize the present, surpassing value of 

the partially inaugurated Kingdom—and they pursue it at all costs.  
• The Dead Sea Scrolls—are a collection of about 900 manuscript fragments 

found in the Dead Sea region in or around 1948. They were originally found by 
teenage shepherds who threw a rock into a cave and heard the sound of pottery 
breaking—they were originally sold for $100 in the marketplace—and an 
antiquities collector brought them to the United States trying to sell them to 
Universities with no takers. The most significant archaeological find of a 
century—no takers. Sold for a hundred bucks in a classified add. This is an anti-
analogy. In this parable—no one who is initially offered this incalculable treasure 
wants it because they don’t recognize its significance to the study of antiquities.  

• In Jesus’ analogy—these relic hunters find and recognize the inestimable value 
of the treasure. And the cost of their entire lives is not too much to pay. 

 
True disciples realize the present, surpassing value of God’s Kingdom—and they 
pursue that Kingdom at all costs. 
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He goes on to … 
6. Parable five: The Final Dragnet 

• Scripture: 13:47-50 
• Principle Taught: This present Kingdom age will culminate in a final 

judgment. 
 
The reason why this parable is so important is because Jesus has established this idea 
of the Kingdom age being inaugurated right in the middle of the old age. But make no 
mistake—a final judgment is coming.  

• The Harvest of the Angels 
• The Fiery Furnace 
• The Weeping and Gnashing of Teeth 
• 1 Cor. 3:10ff. While true believers will be vindicated in the final judgment, we will 

give an account of the life we’ve built for God’s Kingdom. Paul describes this 
judgment as some who build well—and some who escape just narrowly as a 
foundation left after a house fire. 

• Illus. Final exam in my degree program...   
We must live our lives in preparation for final evaluation—final assessment of what 
we’ve built for the Kingdom in God’s Power. 
 
7. Parable six: The Master of the House 

• Scripture: (13:51-52) 
• Principle Taught: Disciples will be able to explain how the new fulfills and 

enriches the Old. 
 
The application of the Kingdom parables is simple—receive the truth, produce 
genuine fruit, endure and tolerate the false, value the Kingdom above all else, and seek 
to understand and explain it to others.  
 
Understanding and learning—that’s the application of this passage. In some ways it’s an 
end of itself. 
 
Let’s not make the fatal mistake of assuming that we will be saved because we 
grew up in an earnest Christian family, or because we went through catechism or 
Christian school, or because our parents are solid Christians.  
 
That would be a tragic assumption.  
 
Conclusion:  

• True disciples receive Jesus’ teaching and the Gospel produces a crop—a 
harvest of righteousness and new disciples being made.  

• True disciples seek understanding and seek to apply God’s truth.  
• True disciples will be vindicated in the final judgment when God permanently 

removes all wickedness and evil influences from the Kingdom.  
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• Disciples recognize the inestimable value of the Kingdom and they give their 

lives for it. The cost of everything is too small a price for all that God offers us in 
return. 

• Disciples of Jesus will be able to explain how the Old anticipates the new and is 
fulfilled by the Gospel of Jesus.  

 
Closing: Go this week—go hungry and thirsty for knowledge and understanding of the 
Kingdom of God. Go into your world as knowledgable disciples who can explain how 
Jesus fulfills the Old covenant and brings it to its intended completion.  
 
Next week we are going to talk about who Jesus is. The next set of chapters is going to 
be more explicitly revealing the nature of Jesus and his identity to the disciples.  
 
 


